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Abstract 
We characterise the set of ail linear mappings on the algebra of all n x n matrices that 
preserve diagonalisable matrices. Our result is an extension of the famous Motzkin- 
Taussky’s result on the simultaneous diagonalisability of a linear space of diagonalisable 
matrices. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In the last few decades a lot of attention has been paid to the linear preserver 
problems. Our contribution to this area of research, as presented in this paper, 
will be the study of linear mappings that preserve diagonalisability. In what 
follows, M,,, will denote the space of all n x n complex matrices. Also, P will 
denote the transpose of a matrix T E M,,,,. 
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a linear mapping from M,,,, into M,,,, sending every 
diagonalisable matrix into a diagonalisable matrix. Then, one of the following 
three assertions must be true: 
(a) There is an invertible matrix A, a nonzero constant c and a linear functional 
f on M,,, such that for every T E M,,,, it holds that 
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F(T) = CA-‘TA +f(T)I. 
(b) There is an invertible matrix A, a nonzero constant c and a linear func- 
tional f on M,,, such that for every T E M,,, it holds that 
F(T) = CA-‘T”A + f (T)I. 
(c) All members of Im F are simultaneously diagonalisable. 
We believe that this result is interesting for many reasons, including the 
following two. Firstly, our proof is inductive which is quite an unusual ap- 
proach when studying linear preservers. Secondly, the result is an extension of 
a very deep result of Motzkin and Taussky [7] which states that if each member 
of a matrix pencil A4 + fl is diagonalisable, then A and B are simultaneously 
diagonalisable. This famous result namely follows easily from Theorem 1.1. 
Indeed, in case that n > 1 one can find linearly independent linear functionals f 
and g on M,,,,. The mapping C$ : M,,,, + M,,,, given by 4(T) = f (T)A + g(T)B 
preserves diagonalisability. Since the image of C$ is at most two-dimensional, 
mapping 4 satisfies condition (c) which further implies the Motzkin-Taussky’s 
result. Hence, a matrix theoretical proof of our linear preserver result would 
yield an elementary proof of Motzkin-Taussky’s theorem. Their proof uses 
very deep results from algebraic geometry and other proofs that we are aware 
of [ 1,4,5] are far from elementary either. Unfortunately, we could not avoid the 
use of their result in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Observe that neither the suppositions nor the conclusions of the theorem are 
affected by adding to the mapping F a mapping, sending matrix T into g(T)I, 
where g is any fixed linear functional on the space M,,,. This observation will be 
used frequently in the course of the proof of this theorem. On these occasions 
this kind of mappings will be called of scalar type. We hope that this termi- 
nology, although a bit ambiguous, will cause no special trouble to the reader. 
2. Some partial results 
This section is mainly devoted to a study of linear spaces of matrices of large 
dimension. Namely, we will show that any such space of n x n matrices the 
dimension of which is not smaller than n* - n + 1 must contain a matrix with 
exactly n distinct eigenvalues. This result will be a key tool in the proof of our 
main result. However, it may deserve some interest of its own. Let us mention 
that we have conjectured in a previous paper of ours [8] an even “better” result, 
namely that this is true as soon as the dimension of the space is not smaller 
than n* - 2n + 3. We even gave a proof there under additional assumption that 
the space contains a matrix with at least n - 1 distinct eigenvalues. Here, we 
give a proof under no additional assumptions, but only for the larger lower 
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bound on dimension. On the other hand, we prove additionally that the desired 
matrix may be chosen to be invertible. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 9 be a linear space of n x n matrices of dimension not smaller 
than n2 - n + 1. Then, there exists an invertible matrix T E A? such that it has 
exactly n distinct eigenvalues. 
Proof. We will base the proof of this theorem on the fact that under its 
assumptions there must exist matrices TI, T2,. . . , T, E _Y such that for any 
n-tuple CI = (at, ~2,. . . , a,) E @” it holds that 
det(crlT1 +a2T2+...+a,T,) =ala2’..a,. (1) 
Let us first show how Eq. (1) yields the theorem. It is clear that the charac- 
teristic polynomial of matrix a~ Tl + a2T2 + . . . + a,,T,, defined by 
$(Aa1,a2,-.. ,a,) = det[alTI +a2T2+... + a,T, - ,I] is a homogeneous poly- 
nomial of order n in variables 1, a,, a*, . . . , a,. Let 4,) 42, . . . ,$I, be all of its 
noncongruent irreducible divisors and let 4 = c#$ 42 . . .4: be its (unique) 
factorization. Since 4 is homogeneous, the same must be true for the poly- 
nomials 4;, i= 1,2 ,..., r, as it is well known. As the coefficient at I” in 
polynomial C#J equals (-l)“, the coefficient of polynomial C#J~ at the highest 
degree of 1, say, Ilti, must be an invertible constant for any i = 1,2,. . . , r, and 
we must have that rnlkl + rnzk2 + . . . + m,k, = n. So, we can write 
4i = Pip, (4, . . . , a,) + Api,m,-1 (al,. . . , a,) + . + (-l)“‘nm’, 
i= 1,2 ,..., r. 
Eq. (1) now forces that 
[PI,,, (al, . . . , an)lk’ /mm2 (ai, . . ,a,)1 kz . . . [Pr,m,(al,. . . , a,)lkr = 011 . . a,. (2) 
Since polynomials 4i are homogeneous of order mi, the same must be true for 
polynomials pi,mi. As the right-hand side of Eq. (2) equals a product of vari- 
ables ai, the same must be true up to multiplicative constant for polynomials 
Pi,m,. And, because all the multiplicities of divisors of the right-hand side are 
equal to one, we must have that ki = 1, because mi 2 1, for all i = 1,2,. . . , r. 
This implies that 4, as a polynomial in 1 with coefficients (rational) functions 
of a E C”, and its derivative with respect to 1 are coprime. It follows that there 
is a point a E C” for which these two polynomials are coprime as polynomials 
with complex coefficients. Actually, the set of all points with this property is an 
open subset of C”, so that we can choose a point of the kind with all ai’s 
different from zero. We now define T = a1 T, + a2T2 + . . . + a,T, to get the 
theorem. 
Thus, it remains to show the existence of matrices T, , T2, . . . , T, E 2 such 
that Eq. (1) is true. In the proof of that we will use an induction on dimension 
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n. Observe first that the claim is clearly valid in case n = 1 and assume that it is 
true for dimensions smaller than a certain n > 1. Now, find inductively a lin- 
early independent set of vectors xl, x2, . . . ,x,. Before the start of this induction, 
define 90 = 9. On the kth step of induction, k = 1,2,. . , n find a vector 
xk E @” for which dim { TX; T E Tk_1) attains maximum among all x E C”, and 
denote this maximal dimension by pk. It is obvious that this maximum is indeed 
attained and it is also clear that it is attained on an open set. So, in case k > 1 
we may assume with no loss of generality that xk is linearly independent of 
x1,x2,. . . , xk_l. In case k < n define 
cYk={TEZ; TXi=O,i=1,2 ,..., k} 
and proceed with induction. Since the spaces yk form a decreasing chain, we 
must have that p1 2 p2 2 . . . 2 pn, while on the other hand it is clear from the 
construction of these spaces that dim yk = dim _$?k-i -pk. It follows that 
PI +p2 +.. .+p,=dim9>~2-n+1,thisyieldsn2-n+l<p,+(n-l)n 
and, consequently, pn > 1. Hence, there must exist a nonzero matrix 
T, E Zn_l c 2’. Recall that change of basis has no effect on determinant. So, we 
may write the matrices of 9 with respect to the basis {xi, x2,. . . ,x,}. Further- 
more, perturbations of rows can only multiply determinants by a minus sign, if 
at all. We may therefore assume with no loss of generality, after permuting rows, 
and multiplying all elements of 3 by a minus sign, if necessary, that matrix T, 
has the first n - 1 columns equal to zero and the (n, n)th entry equal to 1. Let us 
now estimate the dimension of set ~.4? of n x (n - 1) matrices, defined by 
JG! = {T E Mn,+1~; there is c E MnXl such that [T c] E Yip>. 
Since the first column may be chosen in p1 linearly independent ways, the 
second in p2 ways, after taking the first one equal to zero, and so on, we obtain 
that dim Jl;e=p, +pz+... +p,_l=dimY-pp,>n2-n+1-p,,. In case 
that dim 5? = n2 the step of the overall induction is done easily without even 
using the inductive hypothesis. So, assume that this is not true. The fact that 
dim 9 = pI +pz + . +pn 3 np,, then yields p,, < n - 1 and this forces 
dim J%’ z n2 - 2n + 2. Next, estimate the dimension of the set of matrices 
JV = E &where 0 E Mi,(,_i) . 
If all matrices T E &l satisfy tnl = 0, this condition does not diminish the 
dimension of .4!. If not, choose one of them, satisfying tnl = 1 into the basis and 
adjust the rest of the elements in a basis of J& so that they all satisfy tnl = 0. 
Thus, condition tnl = 0 diminishes the dimension of JZ by no more than one. 
Using this kind of argument inductively on conditions tni = 0 for 
i=1,2 ,..., n-l, we obtain at the end that dim JV 2 
dim &! - (n - 1) > (n - 1)2 - (n - 1) + 1. Apply now the hypothesis of the 
overall induction to find matrices Si, S2,. . . ,Sn-, E N such that 
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det(a~4+a~S~+...+a,_lS,_1)=alaz...a,_l.Denotefori=1,2,...,n-1 
by Z the element of 9 having Si as the upper left (n - 1) x (n - 1) block and 
zeros on all but possibly the last entry of the last row. By subtracting from & an 
appropriate multiple of T, we may assume with no loss of generality that its last 
entry is zero as well. It is now a matter of simple observation to find out that 
Tl,Tz,... , T, satisfy condition (1). 0 
Here is a partial result to be needed in the proof of the main theorem. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A, B E M,,xn, n > 1, be such that for any 2 E @ the matrix 
A + J.B is diagonalisable, and has exactly two eigenvalues one of which has 
algebraic multiplicity equal to one. Then, there exit a projection of rank one P, a 
nilpotent N of rank at most one, and scalars z, p, o E @, 71 # 0 such that 
A = XP + pI, B = N + al, and either 
(a) PN= N and NP = 0, or 
(b) PN=OandNP=N. 
Proof. In the case n = 2 one can prove the lemma using a straightforward 
computation. Thus, assume from now on that n > 2. Denote the characteristic 
polynomial of A + J,B by p(p; 1) = det(d -A - J.B) and let q(u; 1) be its 
partial derivative with respect to p. Compute the first step of Euclid algorithm 
for these polynomials being viewed as polynomials in p with coefficients 
rational functions of A: 
P(K 4 = s(u; A)q(u; A) + r(uL; A). 
Because the leading coefficients of polynomials p and q are constants and the 
difference between their degrees is one, a simple computation shows that all 
coefficients of polynomial s, and therefore also r, are actually polynomials in il. 
It follows from our assumptions that p has degree n and has for any 1 one zero 
with multiplicity n - 1 and a different one with multiplicity one. Hence, 
polynomial q must have degree n - 1, and for any I one of its zeros (with 
multiplicity necessarily equal to n - 2) must equal the first zero of p, while it 
must have another zero, different from the first one. It follows that r must have 
for any 1 the joint zero of p and q as a zero with multiplicity n - 2 and since its 
degree may not exceed n - 2, it must be equal to n - 2 and it may have no other 
zeros. This forces the leading coefficient of r to have no zeros at any 1 and must 
therefore be a constant, say, y # 0. If $(A) denotes its coefficient at ,unm3 divided 
by -r(n - 2), we must have that +; A) = y(p - 4(A))“-2. Now, since +(A) is an 
eigenvalue of A + JB, its absolute value is bounded by [IAll + 121 [IBII, where 11 . 11 
is any algebra norm on M,,,,. Hence, 4(A) is a linear polynomial in A. We can 
now write p(p; 1) = (u - c#J(J.))“-‘(~ - $(A)) f or some rational function $ (as 
may be seen by comparing coefficients on both sides, say) and observe similarly 
that this must be again a linear polynomial in A. 
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Note that the condition that A + U has exactly two eigenvalues implies that 
for any I E C we have that c#J(~) # $(A) and this yields that 4 and II/ have equal 
leading coefficients and distinct constant coefficients. By subtracting an ap- 
propriate multiple of the identity from B we may thus assume with no loss of 
generality that 4 and II/ are distinct constants. By subtracting an appropriate 
multiple of the identity from A and multiplying both A and B by a nonzero 
constant, if necessary, we may assume that 4(n) = 0 and +(A) = 1. Thus, 
P(K 1) = @-‘(p - l), f arcing that A + U is of rank one for all A. It follows 
that the rank of B is not greater than one. Because of diagonalisability of 
matrix A + Uf, its minimal polynomial must be equal to p(p - l), so that 
(A + U?)(A + m - I) = 0. Therefore, A is a projection of rank one, B satisfies 
B2 = 0 and we have also AB + BA = B. If Im B c Im A, it follows from here 
that AB = B and BA = 0. If not, we obtain from the fact that A + 2B is of rank 
one for all A that Im B” c Im A” and, therefore, BA = B and AB = 0 and the 
lemma is proved. 0 
One of the main tools needed in the development of our results will be a 
well-known and very deep result of Motzkin and Taussky which we state here 
for the sake of completeness. The reader is referred to [6,7] for the proof. 
Theorem 2.3 (Motzkin-Taussky). If 9 is a linear space of n x n matrices such 
that every member of _Y is diagonalisable, then the space is simultaneously 
diagonalisable. This means, in particular, that the matrices of 9 commute with 
each other. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
This section is devoted exclusively to the proof of Theorem 1.1. One possible 
strategy would be to subdivide the problem into the cases that the operator F is 
(i) nonsingular and (ii) singular. In resolving the nonsingular case the Dynkin 
algebraic approach to linear preserver problems and its modifications by 
Dokovid, Li, Platonov, and others (see, for example [2]) can be used. However, 
in order to solve the singular case we had to develop a completely new ap- 
proach which also covers the nonsingular case. This approach is inductive and 
completely elementary, although a little bit tedious. 
As we have mentioned earlier, we know of no other proof of preserving type 
result using induction. It is clear that the theorem holds for n = 1. So, let us 
assume that it holds for all indices smaller than n for a certain n > 1 and let us 
show that it holds for this index as well. The proof of that will be separated into 
four cases, depending on how the mapping F : M,,, + M,,, treats projections 
and nilpotents of rank one. 
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Case 3.1. Mapping F sends every projection of rank one to a matrix with exactly 
two eigenvalues one of which having algebraic multiplicity equal to one. It also 
sends every nilpotent of rank one to a matrix which is not a multiple of the 
identity. In this case either (a) or (b) of Theorem 1.1 is valid. 
Proof. The proof will be based on the following fact: Let F be as in Case 3.1, 
let P be a projection of rank one, and let Ni for i = 1,2,. . . , k, where 
1 <k < n, be linearly independent nilpotents of rank one such that PNi = Ni 
and NiP = 0 for all i. Then, there is a projection Q of rank one and linearly 
independent nilpotents Mi for i = 1,2,. . . , k of rank one such that 
F(P) =zQ+p$ and F(Ni)=Mi+piZ for i= 1,2 ,..., k, where r~,po ,..., ok 
E C, n# 0, and either (1) QMi = Mi and MiQ = 0 for all i, or (2) MiQ = Mi 
and QMi = 0 for all i. 
In order to prove this fact observe first that for any nontrivial 
c1= (&,... , IQ) E Ck the matrix N, = CF=,aiNi is a nilpotent of rank one such 
that PN, = N, and N,P = 0. It follows that for any fixed nonzero CI of the kind 
P + A_N, is a projection of rank one for all il E C. Thus, the matrices A = F(P) 
and B = F(N,) satisfy the suppositions of Lemma 2.2. Consequently, there are 
constants rc,pO,por E @,x # 0, such that F(P) = nQ+ p,l and F(N,) = IV, 
+parZ for some projection Q of rank one and some nilpotent A4, of rank no 
more than one (and, therefore, equal to one by the assumptions of our case) 
with the property that either (1) QMc = M, and A4*Q = 0, or (2) MaQ = M, and 
QA4E = 0. 
Assume now that for some nonzero a E Ck case (1) occurs and that for some 
nonzero a’ E Ck case (2) occurs. Then, ME_,! = M, - ML # 0, and, therefore, 
eMa-,, = M, # 0 and A4,-,fQ = -A4,! # 0, contradicting the fact that by above 
one of these must be zero. It follows that either (1) must hold for all nontrivial 
a E Ck, or (2) must hold for all of them. Observe that this implies the desired 
conclusion after denoting Mi = Mei and pi = p,,, for i = 1,2,. . . , k, where ei is 
the natural basis of Ck. 
Let us now proceed to the proof of our case. Fix a projection P of rank one 
and denote by _!Z the set of all matrices T such that PT = P = 0. Observe that 
9 may be identified with the set of all operators from Ker P into itself and may 
therefore be further identified with the set of all (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices. To 
any T E 9 let [T] denotes the matrix from M(,_lJ,(,_l) that is assigned to it 
according to this identification. Since P is sent into a linear combination of a 
projection of rank one and identity (the coefficient of the projection being 
nonzero), we may assume with no loss of generality, after subtracting a scalar 
type mapping from F, multiplying it by a nonzero constant, and changing the 
basis in Im F, if necessary, that F(P) = P. For any diagonalisable T E dip it 
holds that AT + pP is diagonalisable and so must be AF(T) + ,uF(P), so that by 
Theorem 2.3 the matrix F(T) commutes with F(P) = P. Since every matrix 
from 9 is a sum of diagonalisable matrices from 9, it follows that F(T) 
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commutes with P for all T E Y. By subtracting a mapping of scalar type, if 
necessary, we may suppose that actually F(T) E 2 for all T E 2. Observe now 
that [P] defined for T E 9 by [F]( [T]) = [F(T)] p reserves diagonalisability on 
M(,_i),(,_i) so that it must be of one of the forms (a), (b), or (c) of our theorem. 
If 72 = 2 we may assume that (a) is valid. If n > 2, we may choose a projection 
Q E _Y of rank one and a nilpotent N E 9 of rank one such that QN = N and 
NQ = 0. Applying the fact given at the beginning of this proof we see that P’(Q) 
and F(N) are not simultaneously diagonalisable thus ruling our the possibility 
(c). Hence, by going to the transposes, if necessary, we may assume with no loss 
of generality, that [P] is of type (a). Using standard arguments we may assume 
even more that [P] is a sum of the identity mapping on M+_l),+l) and a scalar 
type mapping. This means that for all T E 9 we have that 
F(T) = T +f(T)(Z - P) f or some linear functional f defined on 9. If IZ = 2, 
then the assumptions of our case imply that [P] # 0 and, therefore, we may 
take f equal to zero. 
For n > 2 assume that f(T) # 0 for a projection T E 2’ of rank one. Then, 
as soon as n > 3, F(T) does not satisfy the condition of our case. It follows that 
f is trivial on all projections of rank one from 9 and therefore trivial every- 
where, so that F(T) = T, T E 2’. With some more work we can get the same 
conclusion for n = 3 as well. The above argument shows in this case that 
f(T) E (0, -11 f or all projections T E di4 of rank one. Assume to the contrary 
of what we want to see that there exists a projection T E 2 of rank one such 
thatf(T)=-l.DefineQ=Z-P-TandobservethatF(T)=-Q.AsQisa 
projection of rank one we have f(Q) E (0, -1) again and therefore either 
F(Q) = Q or F(Q) = -T. Thus, F maps the identity matrix to either P or 
2P - 1. As above we prove that F(A) commutes with F(Z) for every matrix A. 
Therefore, F(A) commutes with P for every matrix A, and consequently, Im F 
lies in the linear span of P and Y, which contradicts the considerations from 
the beginning of the proof. We have thus seen that F(T) = T for all T E 2 and 
any n > 1. 
Choose now any nonzero matrix N such that NP = N and PN = 0 and 
observe that it is necessarily a nilpotent of rank one. Denote by Q the pro- 
jection of rank one in _5? for which QN = N and NQ = 0. If n > 2 choose 
another nonzero nilpotent A4 E 9 of rank one such that QM = M and 
MQ = 0. Applying the fact from the beginning of this proof on the projection Q 
and nilpotents M and N we conclude from F(Q) = Q and F(M) = M that 
F(N) = L + al, where 0 is a scalar and L is a nilpotent of rank one such that 
QL = L and LQ = 0. Using the same fact for the mapping G(T) = F(P’), 
projection P and nilpotent N, we see that either (1) LP = L and PL = 0, or (2) 
PL = L and LP = 0. The case (2) yields 0 = PQL = PL = L contradicting the 
fact that L is of rank one. So, we must have that F(N) = ccN + aZ for some 
nonzero constant ~1. The second half of this argument gives the same result in 
case n = 2 after going to the transposes, if necessary. 
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Similar arguments show that for a nonzero matrix A4 (having nothing to do 
with M from the previous paragraph) with PA4 = A4 and h4P = 0 we must have 
that F(M) = PA4 + rZ for some constants /I, z, B nonzero, if n > 2. In order to 
get the same result in case IZ = 2 as well, we only have to rule out the possibility 
that for disjoint projections P and Q of rank one such that F(P) = P and 
P(Q) = Q and for nilpotents A4 and N of rank one such that PM = A4 = MQ 
and QN = N = NP it holds that P(N) = cdv + al and F(M) = BN + rZ for 
some constants a, b, cr, and z, where 01 and fi nonzero. But, this would lead to a 
contradiction to the assumption in our case because CrM - BN with two distinct 
eigenvalues would be sent to a multiple of identity. 
Thus, fix linearly independent nilpotents Ni of rank one for 
i= 1,2,... , n - 1 such that PNi = N, and NiP = 0 for all i. It follows by the 
above that F(Ni) = CriNi + ail. We may assume with no loss of generality that 
oi = 0 for all i. Since the above argument applies to any linear combination of 
N;‘s, we must have that C(~ is a nonzero constant, independent of i. So, we can 
multiply all the basis elements of Ker P by the same nonzero constant (without 
effecting the already achieved simplified form of F) to obtain with no loss of 
generality that F(Ni) = Ni for all i. Further, choose linearly independent nil- 
potents Mi such that MiP = Mi, PM, = 0, and that NiMj = 6,P for all i and j. 
Observe that F(Mi) is a linear combination of Mi and identity, and assume with 
no loss of generality that it is a (necessarily nonzero) multiple of A4i for all i. It 
follows that for any i the matrix 2P + Ni + Mi is diagonalisable for a 1 E @, if 
and only if 1# - 1. Therefore, its F-image 2P + Ni + m(M) must be diago- 
nalisable for all A# - 1 and since F(Mi) is a nonzero multiple of A4i, we must 
have that F(Mi) = Mi thus finishing the proof of this case. 0 
Case 3.2. Mapping F sends every projection of rank one to a matrix with exactly 
two eigenvalues one of which has algebraic multiplicity equal to one. There exists 
a nilpotent of rank one which is sent by F into a multiple of the identity. The case 
(c) of Theorem 1.1 is valid in this case, 
Proof. Let NO be the nilpotent of rank one sent to a multiple of the identity and 
assume with no loss of generality that F(No) = 0. Further, let P be a projection 
of rank one such that PNo = NO and NoP = 0. It follows from the assumptions 
of our case that P is sent to a sum of nonzero multiple of a projection of rank 
one and a multiple of the identity. We may, therefore, assume with no loss of 
generality that F(P) = P. Take now any nilpotent A4 of rank one such that 
MP = A4 and PM = 0 and observe that the diagonalisability of P + AM implies 
the diagonalisability of P + IF(M) for all A. It follows by Lemma 2.2 that 
F(M) is a linear combination of identity and a nilpotent of rank no greater 
than one. On the other hand, the diagonalisability of A4 + No for any M of the 
kind with NOM # 0 yields diagonalisability of F(M + NO) = F(M) which forces 
F(M) to be a multiple of the identity for any such M and therefore for any M 
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with MP = M and PM = 0. By subtracting mappings of scalar type, if 
necessary, we may assume with no loss of generality that F(M) = 0 for all M 
such that MP = M and PM = 0. Using similar arguments with one of these M’s 
instead of NO shows that F(N) may be assumed zero with no loss of generality 
for all N such that PN = N and NP = 0. 
Let now Q be any projection of rank one disjoint from P. The fact that 
J.P + PQ is diagonalisable implies that the same is true for J.P + e(Q) for all 
1, ~1. This forces F(Q) to commute with P and, consequently, F(Q) = OrR + pZ, 
where CI, p are some constants, a # 0, and R is a projection of rank one com- 
muting with P by Theorem 2.3. Thus, either R is disjoint with P or it equals P. 
Observe that in case n = 2 we are done and assume from now on that n > 2. 
We will show that in this case R equals P. Assume the contrary and observe 
that for N,M of rank one such that PN = NQ = N, MP = QM = M, and 
MN = Q, it holds that (1 - t) (P + N) + t(Q + M) is a projection of rank one 
for any real t, 0 < t < 1. By the assumptions of our case, its image 
(1 - t)P + cltR + ptl, CI # 0, must be a linear combination of the identity and a 
projection of rank one. This cannot happen in dimension n > 2, so that every 
projection of rank one disjoint from P is sent to a linear combination of P and 
the identity. It follows that the same is true for all matrices from M,,,. •i 
Case 3.3. At least one projection of rank one is sent by F to a multiple of the 
identity and every projection of rank one is sent to either a multiple of the identity 
or a matrix with exactly two eigenvalues one of which has algebraic multiplicity 
equal to one. The case (c) of Theorem 1.1 is valid in this case. 
Proof. Let PI, 9, . . . , Pk be a maximal number of disjoint projections of rank 
one sent into multiples of the identity. With no loss of generality assume that 
F(P;) = 0. It is a hypothesis that k > 1. Let 9 be the set of all matrices T such 
that fiT = TPi = 0 for all i = 1,2, . . . , k. Note that Y may be identified with the 
set of all operators sending the intersection of kernels of all Pj into itself. Note 
also that the F-image of any projection of rank one from _.Y has exactly two 
eigenvalues one of which has multiplicity equal to one. It follows that F 
restricted to 9 satisfies either (1) the conditions of Case 3.1, or (2) the 
conditions of Case 3.2. 
At first assume (1). We will show that in this case k 2 n - 1. Suppose to the 
contrary that k < n - 2 (and observe by the way that this forces n > 2). Fur- 
ther, denote by X the set of all T such that (Z - P)T = T?’ = 0, where 
P = CB, P;. We will show that any member of X is sent by F to a multiple of 
the identity. Observe that any T such that fiT = T for some i and TP = 0 
belongs to X and that every member of X may be written as a linear com- 
bination of matrices of this kind. So, it suffices to show that for any 
i= 1,2,..., k, any nonzero T such that CT = T and l’P = 0 is sent into a 
multiple of the identity. In order to see this assume the contrary; let i = 1 with 
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no loss of generality and observe that PI + IT is a projection of rank one for 
any 1 E @. Since PI is sent to zero and T is not sent to a multiple of the identity, 
it follows that T must be sent to a linear combination of the identity and a 
projection of rank one, the coefficient at the projection being different from 
zero. Further, find a projection Q E 9 of rank one such that TQ = T and 
QT = 0 and a nilpotent N E 9 of rank one such that NQ = N and QN = 0; 
observe that this is possible because n - k 2 2. Since on the members of 9 
mapping F satisfies conditions of Case 3.1, we can use the arguments from the 
beginning of the proof of that case to see that it may be assumed with no loss of 
generality that F(Q) = Q and F(N) = N. Since F(T) is a linear combination of 
the identity and a projection of rank one which is not just a multiple of the 
identity, we may write with no loss of generality F(T) = 03, ct # 0 for a pro- 
jection R of rank one. Now, Q + AT is a projection of rank one for any 1 E C 
and is sent by F to Q + 109 which has no more than two eigenvalues. Observe 
that the trace of this matrix is zero for ;1= --01-l and that one of the eigenvalues 
is necessarily zero since n > 2. Thus, zero is the only eigenvalue of this matrix 
and it must be identically equal to zero, so that R = Q. It is easy to see that 
A = Q - CI-~ T + N is a projection of rank one. While F(A) = N is not diago- 
nalisable contradicting the starting hypothesis of the theorem. 
We have thus seen that every member of X is sent to a multiple of the 
identity and similar arguments show that every member of the set 2 of ma- 
trices T for which pir = T(I - P) = 0 is sent to a multiple of the identity as well. 
Choose now any disjoint projections Q, R E 2 of rank one and a nilpotent 
N E 9 of rank one such that RN = 0 = NQ and QN = N = NR. Further, find 
T E 37 of rank one such that PIT = T = TQ and observe that automatically 
i”P, = 0 = QT. Then, find S E X of rank one such that SP, = S = RS and 
necessarily P,S = 0 = SR. Moreover, one can choose S, T, and N in such a way 
that SZN = R, i”NS = PI, and NST = Q. A simple computation shows that 
(T + S + N)3 = PI + Q + R which proves that either A3 - 1 in case n = 3, or 
A4 - 1 in case n > 3 is the minimal polynomial of A = T + S + N, so that A is 
diagonalisable. Because we may assume as above with no loss of generality that 
F(N) = N, it follows that F(A) = pZ + N for some p E C and this matrix is not 
diagonalisable, contradicting the starting hypothesis of the theorem. 
This contradiction proves that k k n - 1. Choose now pairwise distinct 
numbers ~1~) GIN, . . . , q-1, all different from zero and observe that A = Cyii Clifl 
has n distinct eigenvalues. For any matrix T there is an E > 0 small enough so 
that A + ET still has n distinct eigenvalues. Hence, F(A) + cF(T) must be dia- 
gonalisable and since F(A) = 0, F(T) must be diagonalisable. Since T was ar- 
bitrary in this consideration and since Im F is a linear space, the matrices that 
belong to it must be simultaneously diagonalisable by Theorem 2.3 thus giving 
the case (c) of Theorem 1.1. 
Consider now case (2). The assumption yields k < n - 2 and, in particular, 
n > 2. Using the arguments from the proof of Case 3.2 we may show that F 
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sends all members of 9 to linear combinations of the identity and a pro- 
jection of rank one to be denoted by Q. We may assume with no loss of 
generality that, actually, F(Q) = Q. W e will show that F sends (again, with 
no loss of generality) all projections of rank one from _Y to Q. Let R E _!Y be 
a projection of rank one from 3 disjoint from Q and denote by A4 and N 
nilpotents of rank one corresponding to them in the usual way; namely: 
QA4=M=MR,MQ=O=RM, RN=N=NQ, NR=O=QN,andMN=Q. 
Assume with no loss of generality that F(R) = crQ, F(M) = flQ, and 
F(N) = yQ for some complex CI, b and y. Any projection of rank one from _Y 
can be written as T = uQ + uA4 + WN + ZR for an appropriate choice of 
R,M,N and constants u,v,w,z with u +z = 1 and uz = VW. Now, if 
1 + b # tl + y, choose u so that ~(1 + /I - tl - y) = --c1- y, and define v = u 
and w = z = 1 - u to get a projection T of rank one such that F(T) = 0 to get 
a contradiction to the maximal cardinality of the set {PI, P2, . . . , Pk} of dis- 
joint projections of rank one sent by F to multiples of the identity. The as- 
sumption l+Y#a+B yields after choosing u so that 
a(1 + y - CI - 8) = -IX - p and defining w = u and u = z = 1 - U, again a 
projection of rank one from _5? sent to zero contradicting the same maxim- 
ality. The two contradictions imply that c( = 1 and b = y. Next, if /3 = y # 0 a 
similar argument yields a contradiction after taking T = Q - B-‘M, so that 
we have necessarily B = y = 0. We have thus seen that F(T) equals the sum of 
Q and a multiple of the identity for any projection of the form 
T = uQ + vA4 + WN + ZR and therefore for any projection of rank one from 
9. Thus, we have F(T) = Q + (1 /n)(tr F(T) - 1)1 for every projection T of 
rank one from 2. Here, tr F(T) denotes the trace of F(T). Adding to F a 
scalar type operator, if necessary, we may assume with no loss of generality 
that F(T) = Q for any projection T of rank one from 9’. 
Finally, introduce the space 2” as in the first part of this proof. We will show 
that also in this case all members of X are sent by F to multiples of the 
identity. Assume the contrary. Conclude as there with no loss of generality that 
there is a T E X such that PIT = T = TQ, necessarily TF’, = 0 = QT, and 
F(T) = ctQ with a # 0. Choose R,M, N as before and let S E 37 be such that 
P,S = S = SR, SPl = 0 = RS. It follows, after adding a mapping of scalar type, 
if necessary, that F(S) = PQ. Now, if p # 0 then operators A = Q - a-‘T and 
B = R - p-‘S are disjoint projections of rank one sent by F to multiples of the 
identity, both being disjoint from P2, Pj, . . . , Pk, thus contradicting the max- 
imality of k. This shows that F(S) = 0; but, then, A = ($)(Q + R + M + N) 
-(l/cr)(T +S) and B = (i)(Q+ R - A4 -N) - (l/cr)(T - S) are disjoint pro- 
jections of rank one sent by F to zero, both being disjoint from Pz,Pj, . . . , Pk, 
thus contradicting the maximality of k again. Consequently, all members of X, 
and similarly all members of J’? are sent by F to multiples of the identity. As 
they, together with 9 and the commutant of Q, span the whole space A&,,, this 
case follows by the inductive hypothesis. 0 
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Case 3.4. There exists a projection of rank one which is sent by F to a matrix with 
either two eigenvalues, each with algebraic multiplicity greater than one, or the 
image of this rank one projection has more than two eigenvalues. In this case 
again (c) must be valid. 
Proof. Choose a projection P of rank one as described above and denote 
A = F(P). Let r be the number of eigenvalues of A and let kl , k2, . . . , k, be their 
respective algebraic multiplicities. In case r = 2 we must have kl > 1 forcing 
k2 < n - 2 and similarly kl< n - 2. In case r > 2 we must have for any 
i= 1,2,... , r that ki 6 n - (r - 1) < n - 2. We have thus seen that this bound is 
valid for all ki. In particular, we must have that n > 2. Let _5? denote the set of 
all matrices T such that PT = ZP = 0. Observe that for any diagonalisable 
matrix T E 9 it holds that AP + uT is diagonalisable for all 1, p E C which 
implies that M + pF(T) is diagonalisable for all 1, ,U E C and, therefore, F(T) 
commutes with A. It follows that F(T) commutes with A for any T E 3. 
Diagonalise A so that equal eigenvalues are set together and consider the block 
division of matrices from Im F with respect to blocks on which the eigenvalues 
of A are equal. Since F(T) commutes with A, it is block diagonalisable with 
respect to these blocks. Denote for i = 1,2, . . . , r by [F(T)], the ith diagonal 
block of F(T) and observe that it is a ki x ki matrix. Denote further by pi the 
inclusion from the set of ki x ki matrices into the set of (n - 1) x (n - 1) 
matrices that sends a matrix into the lower right corner of the bigger matrix. 
Further, denote by [T] the lower right (n - 1) x (n - 1) comer of any matrix 
TEL? and introduce fi : qn-l)X(n-l) -+ qn-l)X(n-l) defined by 
F;:([T]) =pi([F(T)],) for T E 9. It is clear that the mapping fl is well defined 
and that it preserves diagonalisability of matrices. By the inductive hypothesis 
it must be of one of the form (a), (b), or (c). It is also clear that because of 
ki < n - 1 its rank is missing the full rank by more than 2(n - 2) > 2, so that it 
cannot be a rank-one perturbation of an invertible mapping. This implies that 
(c) must be true for I;; and since i was arbitrary, we get that F(T) is 
simultaneously diagonalisable for all T E 8. 
Observe that we may always assume with no loss of generality that at least 
one of the members of 9’ is sent to a nonzero multiple of the identity. We now 
consider two possibilities. The first one is that the image of F restricted to 2 
does not contain all the possible diagonals in IV,,,,. It follows that the di- 
mension of the set _YO of all matrices T E 9 such that F(T) is a multiple of the 
identity is no smaller than (n - 1)2 - (n - 1) + 1. It follows by Theorem 2.1. 
that there is a matrix D E 3’0 such that its lower right corner [D] has exactly 
n - 1 distinct eigenvalues, all different from zero. This implies that D has n 
distinct eigenvalues and for any matrix T there is a small enough E > 0 such 
that D + ET still has n distinct eigenvalues and is therefore diagonalisable. This 
implies that F(T) is diagonalisable for all matrices T and the case (c) of 
Theorem 1.1 now follows by Theorem 2.3. 
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The second possibility will need somewhat more work. We assume this time 
that the image of the restriction of F to _Y contains all the diagonals and 
denote by _Yi the set of all matrices T E _!Z such that F(T) is a linear combi- 
nation of A and I. We again apply Theorem 2.1 to find a matrix D E 2’ such 
that [D] has n - 1 distinct eigenvalues and such that F(D) = -WI + PI for some 
scalars c1 and ,!3. Since F(aP + D) = /?I, we get the case (c) of Theorem 1.1 as in 
the first possibility, as soon as a is not an eigenvalue of D. 
Furthermore, for any T E _!Zo as above there is a small enough E > 0 such 
that for any A, );1) < E, it holds that [D + AT] still has n - 1 distinct eigenvalues, 
so that as soon as none of them equals CI for some 1 we are done again. Thus, it 
remains to treat the possibility when all of these matrices have o! as its eigen- 
value. Since the eigenvalues of [D + AT] are algebraic functions of the pa- 
rameter 1, we must have that tl is an eigenvalue of this matrix for any 2 E @. 
Observe that any eigenvalue of [D + AT] is bounded by lIDI + IilllTII, and 
therefore, det[D + AT] is bounded by (11011 + IllllTll)“-‘Ial. Now, this deter- 
minant is a polynomial in 1 of degree no greater than n - 1 and with coefficient 
at A”-’ equal to det[ZJ, so that this estimate proves that det[T] = 0. Since this 
was true for all matrices T E _!Zo and since the dimension of this space is no 
smaller than (n - l)(n - 2), it follows by, say, Theorem 2 of [3] that this di- 
mension is actually achieved and that either (1) matrices of JZ’,, have a common 
nonzero vector in their kernels, or (2) this is true for their transposes. Going to 
the transposes, if necessary, we may assume that (1) is true. By Theorem 2 of [3] 
the space 90 must contain exactly all the matrices T E 2’ such that [T] has this 
vector in its kernel. We will show that in this situation the common nonzero 
kernel vector of _PO equals the eigenvector of D corresponding to the eigen- 
value CC. Suppose the contrary and fix a basis {xi ,x2,. . . ,x,-1} of the kernel of P 
in which [D] is diagonal with M: in the upper left comer. Let k be the smallest 
index such that the nonzero joint kernel vector of 90 belongs to the linear span 
of {XI,XZ,. . . , xk}. It follows from our assumption that k > 1. Now, we can find 
an element E E 90 such that EXi = lixi for i # k and Exk is a linear combi- 
nation of xi,+, . . . ,x&l. By choosing /$ appropriately, we can arrange that no 
eigenvalue of D + E equals c1 contradicting our previous considerations. 
This means that, in the above basis dRO consists exactly of all matrices 
having nonzero entries only in the (n - 1) x (n - 2) lower right comer. It 
follows that there exists a matrix nonzero only on the first column of the 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) 1 ower right corner with n distinct eigenvalues in its F-image. 
As the set of all columns sent into matrices of the kind is open, there must exist 
a non-nilpotent matrix of rank one and therefore a projection of rank one, sent 
into a matrix with n distinct eigenvalues. Thus, we may have assumed from the 
very beginning that A has n distinct eigenvalues and we will assume so from 
now on. 
Denote the commutant of A by 9. We want to show that Im F = 9 and this 
will end the proof of this case and of the theorem. Let us denote by Q E 9 the 
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matrix, sending xi to xi and xi to zero for i = 2,3, . . . , n - 1. It follows that Q is 
a projection of rank one and that F(Q) = -A up to a multiple of the identity. It 
follows from Theorem 2.3 that any diagonalisable matrix commuting with Q 
(and therefore any matrix commuting with Q) is sent by F into 9. Observe by 
the way that this consideration applies to any projection of rank one having 
F-image in 9 with n distinct eigenvalues. Introduce nilpotents L,K E .Y of 
rank one with LQ = L, QL = 0, QK = K, KQ = 0, and KL = Q. Further, let 
nilpotents M and N correspond to P and Q in the usual way, i.e., 
PM=M=MQ,MP=O=QM, QN=N=NP and NQ=O=PN. Matrix 
Q + EL is always a projection of rank one and F(Q + EL) = -A + &F(L) (up to a 
multiple of the identity) has n distinct eigenvalues for all E small enough. Since 
M(.sQ - K) = EM - MK commutes with Q + EL, its F-image &F(M) - F(MK) 
must belong to 9 for all E small enough. This yields that F(M) and similarly 
F(N) belong to 9. Since every matrix from M,,,, is a linear combination of 
M, N, a matrix from 9 and a matrix that commutes with Q, we are done. 0 
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